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When the ears are exposed to high-noise environments for a 
long time, such as gunshots when shooting or working in a noisy 
environment, they will cause hearing damage. 

EARMOR® understands the hazards caused by hearing damage, and 
carefully provides users with professional and high-quality hearing 
protection products. No matter what kind of noise environment, we 
always protect your hearing health.

PROTECT HEARING, LISTEN SAFELY

THANKS EVERYONE FOR YOUR TRUST
SUPPORT FOR US TO DO BETTER!



M31X
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC NOISE REDUCTION 
HEADPHONES WITH SOUND PICKUP

The new model of back-turning (360° direction )bracket of headphone can be used with MARK3 MilPro headset, It can make 
full use of the helmet rail, improve the expansion, and make the helmet have a place to install more tactical accessories (such 
as lighting equipment)

•	 Better wear positioning to ensure the stability of the headphones
 The installation is simple, convenient and stable, and there are no messy wires in the fixed position.

•	 Ergonomic design concept 	
 The single point universal shaft  that can be adjusted in a 360° direction makes the earphone fit the head better and  
 keeps the earphone tight as the head moves.

•	 Simplified operation
 The headphone can be rotated to the back of the helmet when not in use, thereby simplifying the operation process and  
 making the overall head fit and comfortable.

M32X
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NOISE 
REDUCTION HEADSET WITH SOUND PICKUP

FOLIAGE GREEN TACTICAL BLACK

COLORS

COYOTE BROWN

*This product is a professional model, please consult customer service staff before buying

EARMOREARMOR
HEARING PROTECTOR



MILPRO-TACTICAL COMMUNICATION HEARING 
PROTECTION HEADSET

MILPRO-TACTICAL ELECTRONIC NOISE 
CANCELLING HEADPHONES

M32
MARK3

M31
MARK3

• Upgraded modular design can adapt to different suspension systems

• 5 adjustable sound mode options, which can be better adapted to different environments

• EMC electromagnetic compatibility is designed and tested according to the military standard MIL-STD-416F

• M62 headband with Velcro for easy to fix accessories and replace

• 3mm thick high-strength modified ABS plastic shell formed by integrated reverse moulding,light and durable.

• Sealed silicone  ear cushions that are comfortable and fit the face, prevent sound leakage, effectively prevent sweat

• IP67 water resistant

• Environmental compatibility according to MIL-STD-810G testing standard

• Comply with CE / RoSH / FCC standards and personal hearing protection equipment certification

Model Features Colors

M31 MARK3
MilPro

M32 MARK3
MilPro

3.5 mm audio input jack

Nexus TP-120 connector (NATO standard)
Detachable microphone

EARMOREARMOR
HEARING PROTECTOR

COYOTE BROWN

CADET GREY

FOLIAGE GREENPINK

COYOTE TAN

TACTICAL BLACK



REPLACEABLEREPLACEABLE

M32 MARK3 MilPro
with helmet

M32 MARK3 MilPro
with headband

EARMOR MARK3 MilProEARMOR MARK3 MilPro is a new model of headset that can protect hearing and improve 
situational awareness and communication in noisy environments. With more advanced functions and levels, it can be 
adapted to different scenarios for environmental listening. In addition, a replaceable bracket is designed to be installed on 
the helmet rail for the convenience of users.

TEST FREQ.(HZ) 125 250 500 1000 2000 3150 4000 6300 8000 NRR

MEAN
ATTENUATION(DB) 17.7 19.1 24.7 29.6 30.1 37.6 40.0 41.7 40.5

22
STANDARD

DEVEATION(DB) 3.1 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.2 3.2 3.4 2.7 3.1

APPROVAL
EARMOR M32 MARK3 is tested and approved in accordance with ANSI S3.19-1974 Standard

*This product is a professional model, please consult customer service staff before buying



M30

COYOTE BROWNFOLIAGE GREENTACTICAL BLACK

PHOTO	BY	FIREARM	TRAINING	FOR	FILM	&	TV	

EARMOREARMOR
HEARING PROTECTOR

ELECTRONIC HEARING PROTECTOR

- Noise reduction rating  NRR24
- Amplifies low-level sounds
- Suppresses harmful noise above 82 dB
- Knob switch and volume control
- 3.5mm AUX audio input cable
- Low profile cup design
- Ear cushions of tight seal
- Clear voice tracking
- Foldable for easy storage
- IPX-5 water resistant
- Runs on 2x1.5V AAA batteries
- 4 hours auto-shut off function
- Test according to: CE / ROSH / ANSI S3.19-1974STANDARDS
 Approved certification: EN352-1:2002/ EN352-4:2001 / A1:2005 / 
 EN352-5:2002 / A1:2005 / EN352-6:2002 / FCC



An electronic noise-canceling headphones for daily 
training, which can enhance weak environmental 
sound sources, track human voices and restore 
and optimize them, while suppressing dangerous 
noises above 82 dB (such as explosions and gunfire) 
, Not only to protect hearing, but also to improve 
the clarity of dialogue and the alertness of the 
surrounding environment. The built-in EMI filtering 
system effectively filters electromagnetic interference 
generated by other electronic devices.

COLORS

M31
MOD3

M32
MOD3

EARMOREARMOR
HEARING PROTECTOR

An electronic headset with communication and noise 
reduction functions which designed for special tasks, and 
the communicable function is added on the basis of the 
functions of the M31 MOD 3 headphone.Equipped with an 
adjustable angle microphone, with Nexus TP120 Kevlar 
anti-pull communication cable, which can be connected to 
communication equipment through EARMOR M51/52 PTT (or 
NATO standard military PTT).

Model Features

M31 MOD3 Battery type: 2 x 1,5V AAA
Battery lifetime: 350hrs (alkaline)

Low battery warning.
M32 MOD3

3.5 mm audio input Jack

Nexus TP-120 Connector (NATO STD)
Detachable ambidextrous  microphone

COYOTE BROWNCADET GREYFOLIAGE GREEN PINKCOYOTE TANTACTICAL BLACK

ELECTRONIC HEARING PROTECTOR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION 
HEARING PROTECTOR



M11 M12 M13

M31H

M32H

ARC HELMET RAILS 
ADAPTER ATTACHMENT KIT

EXFIL® HELMET RAILS 
ADAPTER ATTACHMENT KIT

MTEK/FLUX HELMET RAILS 
ADAPTER ATTACHMENT KIT

ELECTRONIC HEARING PROTECTOR FOR HELMET

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION HEARING PROTECTOR 
FOR HELMET (NEXUS TP-120 CONNECTOR, NATO STD)

M31 headphone comes with M11 ARC 
Helmet Rails Adapter Attachment Kit

M32 headset comes with M11 ARC 
Helmet Rails Adapter Attachment Kit

All kits provide rotatable function 
for stowing headset behind helmet

AVAILABLE COLORS FOR M31H/M32H
COYOTE BROWN

CADET GREY
FOLIAGE GREENPINK
COYOTE TAN

TACTICAL BLACK

OPTIONAL KITS



M51 TACTICAL PTT

Military Adapter PTT for M32 Nexus TP-120 
Connector (NATO STD).
Button activated PTT (push to talk) unit. Can 
be clipped on clothing or belts. 

Military Adapter PTT for M32 Nexus TP-120 
Connector (NATO STD).
Fits military standard plugs. Comes with M50 
finger push button.

*Can't find your radio plug? We offer custom services to your needs and specifications. Leave a 
message or discover more about our custom services at WWW.OPSMEN.COM.

MILITARY ADAPTER PTTM52

Selectable R
adio P

lug

YAESU

MIL PRC 6-PINS

Hytera PD780

Motorola MTP850

(Custom / Special orders)

(Custom / Special orders)

(Custom / Special orders)

TOPCOM

MIDLAND

MOTOROLA
2-WAY

MOTOROLA
TALKABOUT

KENWOOD

ICOM

AUX



S08 S16

S17 S18

HEADPHONE SPECIAL 
HANGING BUCKLE

HARD SHELL CARRYING CASE

TACTICAL CARRYING BAG
MULTI FUNCTION 
TACTICAL BAG

• High quality EVA
• ShockProof
• Better protection
• Grip handle

Front

Front

Back

Back

600D Polyester,molle system.high quality 
Dual YKK 2- way zippers with “T”shape 
silent pulls that allow you to open the 
pouch flat so it won't snap shut.

When the headset is not in use, it can be 
hung on a belt or Molle webbing

1000D Military Grade Polyster .molle system .YKK 
Zipper.Sling strap bag and handle for carrying.
Adjustable opening angle.up to 180 degrees. Multiple 
separation on the inside.

AVAILABLE COLORS FOR S17 / S18
TACTICAL BLACK OLIVE GREENURBAN GRAY TAN



M61
MODULAR HEADBANDS OF HEADSET

Made of 600D nylon, the D-ring design of the headband and the MOLLE 
system make it easy to hang headphones. Universal fit, compatible with 
most headphones on the market.

S01
SHOOTING GOGGLES

S01 is a protective goggles that uses PC material to resist impact and has UV 400 protection. It can 
provide users with a more comprehensive protection and comfortable wearing experience, and is 
suitable for use in industrial production and shooting environments.
The standard complies with CE EN166 ANSI Z87.1

CLEAR -Light transmittance: 99%

AMBER- Light transmittance: 85%

SMOKE GREY - Light transmittance: 80%

Genuine Multicam

Black
Genuine Multicam

Tropic
Genuine
Multicam

Genuine
A-TACS iX

Genuine Multicam

Alpine

Cadet Grey Foliage Green Tactical Black

Starry green    

Coyote Tan

Starry desert 

Replaceable Earpads for M31/M32/M31H/M32H
S02-Protein Leather Memory Foam

Replaceable Earpads for M31/M32/M31H/M32H
S03-Silicone Gel

S02 S03REPLACEABLE EARPADS REPLACEABLE EARPADS 

NEW NEW



A noise-reducing earmuff specially designed for children. Every detail is considered according to the needs of children. It 
is light and has a high-quality noise reduction effect. The unique ear cushion design provides children with a comfortable 
feeling of use and fits the head better . Protect children's fragile hearing from all kinds of noise and sudden noise.

Purchase Baby EARMOR K01 earmuffs and 
give away EARMOR drawstring pockets. 
Not only cute, but also foldable for storage, 
making it easy to carry around.

•	 Ergonomic	design
Contoured ear cushions fit Kid 's heads better, The 
headband can be stretched and adjusted according to the 
size of the baby's head, making it comfortable to wear.

It is safe and odorless, and the material is tough 
and wear-resistant, but also heat-resistant and 
low-temperature resistant. Two shell designs of 
frosted and bright, resistant to fall, bending and 
deformation, so there is no need to worry about 
being damaged by the baby.

Zoo-Carnival

Space-Dark

Magic	princess

Baby	pink

Baby	blue				

•	 Environmentally	friendly	ABS		
	 material,	strong	and	durable

K01K01



Maxdefense Anti-Noise earmuffs are new products for EARMOR in hearing protection

• Lightweight
• Comfortable
• Durable and reliable
• Noise reflection
• Universal size
• Designed for all day wearing

Headband Neckband Helmet-Attachment

Meet CE/RoSH/ANSI S3.19-1974Standards/
EN352-1:2002/EN352-4:2001/A1:2005/
EN352-5:2002/A1:2005/EN352-6:2002/FCC 
Standards

*( Neckband NRR 24 )

*( Neckband NRR 25 )

*( Neckband NRR 30 )

MAXDEFENSE C-SERIES:

C5

C6

C7

MAXDEFENSE EARMUFFS

MAXDEFENSE EARMUFFS

MAXDEFENSE EARMUFFS



M01/02 M03/04
MAXDEFENSE EAR PLUGS MAXDEFENSE SILICONE EAR PLUGS

Molded with super low-pressure, slow release 
comfort foam. Fully skinned and tapered, 
providing unmatched comfort and hygiene.

Meet CE/RoSH/ANSI 3.17-1974/AS-NZS standards.

Washable tr iple-f lange design for snug, 
comfortable fit. Cord helps reduce the chance of 
loss when not in use.

Meet CE/RoSH/ANSI 3.17-1976/AS-NZS standards.

M01

M06 Neckband Helmet-Attachment

M02 (Corded) M04 (Corded)M03

M06
M06 Maxdefense earmuffs are the latest development in hearing protection 
among EARMOR products. Combining new technologies in comfort, design 
and protection. M06 is a lightweight, low-key earmuffs that can prevent low to 
medium levels of dust and other loud sounds.MAXDEFENSE EARMUFFS



O P S M E N  l i g h t i n g  p r o d u c t  s e r i e s  c a n  a s s i s t 
in  el iminating unsafe factors under extreme 
environmental conditions. To ensure the best 
performance, we have created a portable weapon light 
with a high-beam, which is suitable for daily carrying, 
including can be installed on a portable gun.



SPECIFICATION:
Weight (without battery): 60g
Size : 85 x 55 x 34 mm
Waterproof: IPX8
Working temperature: - 20 °C ~ 60 °C
Battery: 1 x CR123A

COLORS
BLACK

TAN

F102 is a multi-function marker light which can fit in 
helmet, clothes and bag ,etc. Mainly used in various 
activities such as military training /action, outdoor 
sports, search and rescue, daily commuting ,etc. It 
will be to locate, identify and mark when using night 
vision or other equipment of inspection.

FAST SERIESFAST SERIES

F101 “STEALTH”
SURVIVAL LIGHT

F101 is a multi-function survival light which can be 
mounted on helmet . It is mainly used to identify and 
locate in law enforcement, military operations and 
training such as MFF, maritime, patrol or search and 
rescue operations.

SPECIFICATION:
Weight: 23g
Size: 45 x 50 x 18mm
Waterproof: IPX8/Up to 10metres
Working temperature: - 20 °C ~ 60 °C
Battery: 1 x CR2450 (Not replaceable)

F102 “FIREFLY”
MARKER LIGHT

Output Green White IR

Functions Constant Flash
US(60fpm)
NATO(30fpm)

Output Green Red Yellow Blue White Orange IR

Function
Constant

Flash(60fpm)

AVAILABLE COLORS FOR F102
GREEN

WHITE
BLUEYELLOW
RED

ORANGE

IR



800 lumensFAST 401 ULTRA-HIGH OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT

GL - Glock or "universal" rails. 1913 - Mil Std-1913 (Picatinny) 

RAIL KEYS
Polymer rail keys (included) allow the FAST401
to be attached to a variety of firearms: 

Max output : 800 lumens
Peak Beam intensity : 16,400 cd
Beam Distance : 256 m
Dust&Water Resistant : IP67
Battery type: 2 x CR123

FAST 401 is an auxiliary versatile weaponlight 
for compact weapons and full-size hand guns, 
designed to maximize visibility and long-range 
targeting capability in a variety of tactical 
applications. Can be stored on a handgun so 
that users can more readily identify a potential 
threat before taking any action.

FAST SERIESFAST SERIES
WEAPONLIGHT



400 lumens

800 lumens

FAST SERIESFAST SERIES
TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT

302 COMPACT SUPPORTED FLASHLIGHT

Length: 97.6mm (5.28”)
Head Diameter: 25.4mm (1”)

Tail Diameter: 24.6mm (0.97”)
Weight: 58grams (2.05oz)

FAST 302 is a tactical flashlight that can be 
supported by a single battery. It is a small, light-
weight and powerful single-output tactical 
flashlight. It is specially designed for EDC and 
basic tactical needs and is easy to carry. There is 
a  professional and reliable brightness mode, up 
to 400 lumens. Powerful output and long-lasting 
running time can help complete tasks efficiently.

TACTICAL BLACK

TACTICAL BLACK

COYOTE TAN

COYOTE TAN

502 TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT

FAST 502 tactical flashlight is a fast response 
lighting product designed for basic tactical 
situations. There is a professional and reliable 
brightness mode, up to 800 lumens of strong 
light, quickly illuminate the area ahead. Use two 
CR123A batteries or one 18650 battery, which is 
reliable and durable.

Length: 137.2mm (5.4”)
Head Diameter: 32mm (1.26”)

Tail Diameter: 25.4mm (1”)
Weight: 111grams (3.9oz)

OA001 OA002 OA003
Adjustable Speed Holster for OPSMEN FAST 502 
Tactical flashlight

ADJUSTABLE SPEED HOLSTER

TATICAL LANYARD FOR SPEED HOLSTER TATICAL LANYARD WITH BELT CONNECTOR



400 lumens

800 lumens

HIGH-OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT FOR PICATINNY RAIL HIGH-OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT FOR KEY-MOD SYSTEM HIGH-OUTPUT WEAPONLIGHT FOR M-LOK SYSTEM

FAST 502 is a Tactical-Light with  integral thumbscrew clamp can attaches to Picatinny  / M-LOK / 
Keymod rail series also equipped with a remote switch and a pressure switch. it can reach a maximum 
of 800 lumens, quickly illuminate the front area.Use two CR123 batteries or one 18650 battery,Higher 
reliability and durability, with push-type wire control switch included

502R 502K 502M

FAST 302

FAST 502

TACTICAL BLACK

TACTICAL BLACK

COYOTE TAN

COYOTE TAN

FAST 302 is a lightly and powerful single-output Weapon-Light with integral thumbscrew clamp can 
attaches to Picatinny / Keymod / M-LOK rail series also equipped with a remote switch and a pressure 
switch，it can reach a maximum of 400 lumens . Powerful output and extensive runtime can help 
complete the work efficiently , with push-type wire control switch included.

COMPACT WEAPONLIGHT FOR PICATINNY RAIL COMPACT WEAPONLIGHT FOR KEY-MOD SYSTEM COMPACT WEAPONLIGHT FOR M-LOK SYSTEM
302R 302K 302M

DISTRIBUTOR COOPERATION
BENEFITS:
 1.  Exclusive Dealer Pricing.
 2.  Media Promotion.
 3.  Increased Market Opportunities.
 4.  Personalized Technical
  & Marketing Support.

Become a Dealer Today!

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
We maintain and respond quickly to solve customer 
problems and customer needs.
The team will treat customers with a friendly and 
helpful attitude.

If you want to know more about becoming an 
EARMOR distributor
Please email: info@opsmen.com /cs@opsmen.com



America Austria Belgium Brazil

Britain Canada Chile Czech

Denmark France Germany Greece

Hungary Indonesia Italy Japan

Korea Lithuania Malaysia Netherlands

Norway Paraguay Peru Poland

Romania Russia Singapore Slovakia

South Africa Spain Switzerland Thailand

Turkey

WWW.OPSMEN.COM
OPSMEN TECH CO., LTD. 

Tel: +86 20 81179170   Fax: +86 20 81179171
E-mail: info@opsmen.com

Customer Service E-mail: cs@opsmen.com
Add: Room 601, Building A, No.94 Liwan Road, Liwan 

District, Guangzhou , Guangdong Province, China 510170

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS


